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Abstract—We are living in a world where massive end devices
perform computing everywhere and every day. However, these
devices are constrained by the battery and computational re-
sources. With the increasing number of intelligent applications
(e.g., augmented reality and face recognition) which require much
more computational power, they shift to perform computation
offloading to the cloud, known as mobile cloud computing (MCC).
Unfortunately, the cloud is usually far away from end devices,
leading to a high latency as well as the bad quality of experience
(QoE) for latency-sensitive applications. In this context, the
emergence of edge computing is no coincidence. Edge computing
extends the cloud to the edge of the network, close to end users,
bringing ultra-low latency and high bandwidth. Consequently,
there is a trend of computation offloading towards edge com-
puting. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive perspective
on this trend. Firstly, we give an insight into the architecture
refactoring in edge computing. Based on that insight, the paper
reviews the state of the art research on computation offloading, in
terms of application partitioning, task allocation, resource man-
agement, and distributed execution, with highlighting features for
edge computing. Then, we illustrate some disruptive application
scenarios which we envision as critical drivers for the flourish of
edge computing, such as real-time video analytics, smart “things”
(e.g., smart city and smart home), vehicle applications, and cloud
gaming. Finally, we discuss opportunities and future research
directions.

Index Terms—edge computing, computation offloading, mobile
cloud computing, mobile edge computing, internet of things.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, we have witnessed the emergence
of a variety of revolutionary mobile devices, e.g., smartphones
and wearable devices. These devices bring the prosperity of
mobile computing, enabling computing and communication
anywhere and anytime [1]. However, with the appearance
of new breeds of applications, such as augmented reality
(AR), gaming, and especially artificial intelligence (AI) based
applications, which have high computing resource demands,
mobile devices face challenges in terms of computational
power, storage, and battery life.

Meanwhile, on the flip side, cloud computing, a centralized
computing model, has shown its great power of infinite com-
puting capability and on-demand resource provisioning [2],
[3]. Therefore, to augment the power of mobile devices, the
concept of mobile cloud computing (MCC) is introduced [4].
MCC is the integration of cloud computing and mobile
computing, in which mobile devices perform computation
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offloading to leverage the power of the cloud for speeding
up application execution and saving energy consumption.

In computation offloading, a mobile device migrates part of
its computing to the cloud. This process involves application
partitioning, offloading decision, and distributed task execu-
tion. MCC has been recognized as a promising way for the
augmenting of mobile devices, and many research efforts have
been made on it [5]–[8]. However, the latency is the Achilles
heel of cloud computing, as the cloud is usually far away
from mobile devices. The latency of public cloud providers is
usually over 100ms [9], which would be disastrous for latency-
sensitive applications, like autonomous driving and real-time
video analytics [10].

In this context, the emergence of edge computing is no
coincidence. Edge computing, which performs computing at
the edge of the network, has created a great buzz in both the
academia and industry [11], [12], and it is now at the bleed
edge of computing paradigms [13]. A definition from Futu-
rum [14] states edge computing as: “Unlike cloud computing,
which depends on data centers and communication bandwidth
to process and analyze data, edge computing keeps processing
and analysis near the edge of a network, where the data was
initially collected.”

Coinciding with some similar concepts like “fog comput-
ing” [15]–[17] or “mist computing” [18], edge computing
pushes the computing from the centralized cloud to decen-
tralized edges, close to the data source (e.g., mobile devices).
By extensive deployment of massive edge nodes, such as
cloudlets [19], base stations, and micro data centers, edge
computing builds hierarchical computing layers: mobile de-
vices, edge nodes, and the cloud, forming the edge-centric
computing [20], [21]. The remarkable characteristic of edge
computing is that it provides ultra-low latency and reduces the
influx of data to the backbone. Additionally, it enables location
awareness, on-premises deployment, network context under-
standing [22], etc. Consequently, leveraging edge computing
with computation offloading is a promising way to address the
latency issue in MCC.

However, computation offloading in edge computing bears
a superficial resemblance to MCC. The new architecture of
edge computing drives a rethinking of computation offloading.
Firstly, task placement is not only two options, i.e., either
at local or in the cloud, but possible on any edge node.
Furthermore, edge nodes connect in a loosely coupled way
on heterogeneous wireless networks, making the offloading
decision and resource management more complicated. Sec-
ondly, given that task execution is distributed among mobile
devices, multiple edge nodes, and the cloud, it is challenging
to make flexible and robust code partitioning. Finally, unlike
data centers which are well organized and connected, there
is no standardized deployment for edge nodes. Therefore,
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TABLE I: List of important acronyms

Acronym Definition

API Application Programming Interface
AR Augmented Reality
CDN Content Delivery Network
DC Data Center
DNN Deep Neural Networks
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
FaaS Function as a Service
ICN Information-centric Networking
IoT Internet of Things
LAN Local Area Network
MCC Mobile Cloud Computing
mDC micro Data Center
MEC Mobile Edge Computing
NDN Named Data Networking
NFaaS Named Function as a Service
NFV Network Functions Virtualization
OaaS Offloading as a Service
OS Operating System
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RAN Radio Access Network
RPC Remote Procedure Call
RTT Round-trip Time
VM Virtual Machine
VR Virtual Reality
WAN Wide Area Network
5G 5th Generation Wireless

it is nontrivial to build a consistent execution environment
upon these heterogeneous platforms and further support user
mobility, which requires the migration of offloading services
from one edge node to another.

In this paper, we survey recent research efforts made on
exploring computation offloading towards edge computing.
The most related to this topic is mobile edge computing
(MEC) [23]. However, the origin of MEC is to provide
the capabilities of cloud computing within the radio access
network (RAN) at the edge of the network [22], and it is
considered as the key enabler towards 5G [24]. Nevertheless,
we focus on how to augment mobile devices by computation
offloading, which is regarded as a key computing paradigm in
edge computing [11]. Unlike existing surveys [25], [26], which
put forward to issues from the communication perspective,
in this paper, we highlight the challenges of computation
offloading with respect to task partitioning, allocation, and
execution over the new architecture of edge computing and
further investigate disruptive application scenarios, such as
real-time video analytics, autonomous driving, smart home,
and cloud gaming. Specifically, we list important acronyms in
Table I.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents related concepts and some background. Section III
provides an overview of computation offloading in the edge
computing paradigm, followed by Section IV summarizing the
challenges. Section V showcases some disruptive application
scenarios. Section VI offers the views of opportunities and
future directions. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce some related concepts and
then offer a brief review of the literature about the evolution

of computation offloading; finally, key motivations that drive
the need of edge computing are presented.

A. Related Concepts
As previously discussed, edge computing is a paradigm that

the computing happens close to the data source, and it builds
a hierarchy of decentralized data processing. Its objective is to
eliminate the long latency from end devices to the centralized
cloud and alleviate the overhead of data transmission.

To crystallize the idea of edge computing, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) launched an
introductory technical white paper of mobile edge computing
(MEC) in 2014. More specifically, MEC defines a collection
of architectures, technologies, platform APIs and interfaces,
and business models associated with RAN for edge comput-
ing [22], [24]. Furthermore, ETSI creates a blueprint of a
MEC server platform, which provides functions of computing,
networking, and storage based on virtual machines (VMs) and
network functions virtualization (NFV). The goal of MEC is
to provide ultra-low latency and high bandwidth computing
environments for latency-sensitive applications.

Computation offloading is a key computing paradigm used
in edge computing, and it is intrinsically a distributed comput-
ing over heterogeneous networks. It is first introduced in MCC
and then widely used in edge computing now. We provide
more details about the evolution of computation offloading in
the following section.

Besides, edge computing is not the only game in town.
Fog computing, created by Cisco in 2012 [15], is another key
player, which extends the cloud closer to the network edge.
Fog computing highlights characteristics such as distributed
processing, online analytics, interplay with the cloud, and
network management. A point of view from industry [27]
describes the difference between edge computing and fog
computing as “while edge computing refers more specifically
to the computational processes being done at or near the edge
of a network, fog computing refers to the network connections
between the edge devices and the cloud.” In other words, edge
computing builds the architecture of computing at the edge,
while fog computing uses edge computing and further defines
the network connection over edge devices, edge servers, and
the cloud. However, fog computing and edge computing have
the same design philosophy, and they are overlapping in their
functions. As a result, the principles discussed in the paper for
edge computing can also be applied to fog computing.

Last but not least, 5G is another “term” frequently men-
tioned in edge computing, and they are symbiotic technologies.
Edge computing is a key technology towards 5G [24], and 5G
accelerates the development of edge computing. 5G defines
three usage scenarios: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB),
ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), and
massive machine type communications (mMTC) [28]. These
scenarios coincide with those from edge computing, such as
video analytics, smart cities, and autonomous vehicles.

B. Evolution of Computation Offloading
The principle of computation offloading is to leverage

powerful infrastructures (e.g., remote servers) to augment the
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Fig. 1: A brief timeline of computation offloading. In the late 1990s, computation offloading was a natural idea to leverage
powerful remote infrastructures to augment the computing of thin mobile devices. Then, with the development of cloud
computing and mobile computing in the mid-2000s, it became the paradigm of mobile cloud computing. Now, with the
emergence of edge computing, computation offloading enters the era of the integration of mobile, edge, and cloud computing.

computing capability of less powerful devices (e.g., mobile
devices). This paradigm has evolved over the last twenty years
with the emergence of various computing technologies. Fig. 1
illustrates the evolution of computation offloading organized
by the timeline.

In the late 1990s, Satyanarayanan et al. had studied on how
to improve the performance of mobile applications and save
the energy of mobile clients by collaborative computing with
remote servers [29], [30]. They built a prototype, Odyssey, as
a proof of concept to support the adaptive execution of mobile
applications. This application-aware adaptation can change
application behaviors dynamically in light of resources, such
as CPU cycles, bandwidth, and battery power.

In 2001, Satyanarayanan characterized pervasive computing
as the integration of distributed computing and mobile com-
puting, and then he coined the term “cyber foraging” [31]. The
idea of cyber foraging is to “augment the computing capability
of a thin mobile device dynamically by leveraging the power of
wired hardware infrastructure.” It is the origin of computation
offloading.

In the mid-2000s, two computing paradigms—cloud com-
puting and mobile computing, had started to show their power
in the industry, business, and human life. Amazon created its
elastic compute cloud (EC2) in 2006 [32], and it kicked off
the commercial use of cloud computing [2]. One year later,
as the release of mobile OSs—iOS [33] and Android [34],
smartphones rich in applications and sensors come in people’s
life, and it leads to the prosperity of mobile computing.
Consequently, the combination of mobile computing and cloud
computing becomes natural, also known as mobile cloud com-
puting (MCC) [4], [35]. MCC inspires the academic research,
and it is the de-facto paradigm of computation offloading at
that time. Since 2010, there emerge lots of works focusing
on computation offloading, such as MAUI [5], Cuckoo [36],
CloneCloud [6], ThinkAir [7], and COMET [8]. These works
show how to achieve performance improvement and energy
saving of mobile devices by offloading computation to the
cloud according to the network connectivity and resource
provisioning [37].

However, with the proliferation of real-time applications,

e.g., augmented reality, video analytics, and gaming, compu-
tation offloading to the cloud solely cannot satisfy the stringent
latency requirement. To solve this problem, researchers have
started to make efforts to place the computing close to mobile
devices to reduce network latency. In 2009, Satyanarayanan
and Bahl introduced the concept of “cloudlet”—a small data
center nearby mobile devices, which is a proof-of-concept for
edge computing [19]. Based on cloudlets, they advocated a
3-tier architecture consisting of mobile devices, cloudlets, and
the cloud, aiming to “bring the cloud closer” [38]. Then, Cisco
announced the role of fog computing in 2012 [15], and ETSI
published the technical white paper for mobile edge computing
in 2014 [22]. These two momentous events unveil the research
flourish of edge computing in the academic community.

Edge computing is now still in its infancy but has gained
great attention. The emergence of new technologies, especially
5G, drives continuously prosperous development of edge com-
puting. As mentioned above, 5G is characterized with fiber-
like high speed and ultra-low latency, and these characteristics
provide significant advantages for computation offloading.

C. Need for Edge Computing

What is the driving force of computation offloading towards
edge computing? The latency matters [39], especially in the
cases of latency-sensitive applications, such as autonomous
driving, real-time video analytics, and AR/VR. For economic
consideration, data centers of public cloud providers are placed
in specific locations, usually far from end users, leading to high
wide area network (WAN) latency. In 2010, an investigation
by Li et al. showed that the average network round trip time
(RTT) of Amazon’s cloud instances is 74 ms [9]. After six
years, in 2016, the average latency of five leading public
cloud providers in four regions of the United States is 78 ms,
illustrated in Fig. 2. That means the latency of the public cloud
does not significantly improve as six years pass.

On the contrary, the development of radio access technolo-
gies is on the road. Table II lists the change of data rate for
cellular networks, and we can see the fast growth of data
capacity. For example, the latest radio access technology, 5G,
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Fig. 2: The average response latency of five top public cloud
providers in the United States for serving in four regions of
the country. Source from Cedexis/Network World [40].

which will soon come to the mainstream of consumers, can
have the data capacity of more than 1 Gbps and support 1
ms latency [41]. As a result, to process data within the radio
access network (RAN) is considered to be a promising way to
solve the latency issue for real-time applications in the visible
future.

Furthermore, computing at the edge can reduce the network
traffic of the core network [11], driving data analytics towards
geo-distributed processing, known as edge analytics [42]–
[44]. The intelligent edge analytics takes advantage of low
latency and prevents the influx of information to data centers,
especially in the field of IoT [45], [46]. Moreover, distributed
edge infrastructures can provide robust node connectivity.

Consider two potential applications of edge computing:
autonomous vehicles and AI-based video surveillance. Au-
tonomous and connected vehicles equipped with sensors, from
radars to cameras to lidars, are changing the way people travel.
When a self-driving vehicle is on the road, it is calculating the
speed, sensing the distance to surrounding vehicles and pedes-
trians, communicating with other vehicles and roadside units.
Then it issues operations to make the vehicle driving safely
with stringent latency requirements. Moreover, estimated by
Intel, an autonomous vehicle will produce 4000 GB data each
day [47]. “The coming flood of data” can easily overwhelm the
existing network and cloud facilities. As previously discussed,
these autonomous vehicles can utilize edge infrastructures
(such as onboard computers and enhanced base stations) to
process data immediately with the fast network connection
(like 5G).

In the scenario of video surveillance, cameras continuously
gather a considerable amount of data, and these data contain
valuable information. Shipping all the data to the cloud for
analysis is undoubtedly impossible to meet the latency require-
ment. Instead, AI-integrated real-time video analytics at the
edge can help address this challenge. IT companies already
have off-the-shelf products including hardware devices and
software solutions, like Irvine Sensors’ ALERT [48]. ALERT
is a distributed video analytics platform that provides real-time

TABLE II: The data rate of major radio access technologies
for cellular networks [49]

Technology 2.5G(Edge) 3G+(HSPA) 4G(LTE) 5G

Data rate 236 Kbps 22-56 Mbps 100 Mbps 1 Gbps

object detection and analysis by joint back-end training and
front-end cognitive processing. For example, in a train station,
ALERT recognizes a bag left behind and identifies the bag as
a potential threat, then it notifies authorities. After detecting
the bag is removed, ALERT deescalates the threat.

Not limited to the above applications, edge computing can
also bring new value in the fields of manufacturing, healthcare,
energy and grid control, and agriculture. The ever growing
of data and continuous rise of latency requirements drive the
development of edge computing.

III. OVERVIEW OF COMPUTATION OFFLOADING

In this section, we provide a brief introduction of computa-
tion offloading in edge computing, including the architecture,
offloading analysis, offloading granularity, and the impact of
network connectivity.

A. Architecture

The goal of edge computing is to reduce the latency by
placing computing close to the data source. It is achieved
by constructing a hierarchical architecture consisting of a
wide variety of computing devices. As shown in Fig. 3, it
is a typical three-tier architecture including the cloud, edge
nodes, and edge devices [50]. Edge devices represent devices
computing at the end of the network [51], and these devices
are also named as end devices [15], mobile devices, and user
equipments [52]. Specifically, most of the time we use the
terminology “mobile devices” to refer to edge devices in this
paper. Smartphones, wearable devices (e.g., google glass and
apple watch), cameras, vehicles, etc. are typical types of edge
devices. Billions of edge devices which are geographically
dispersed compute everywhere and produce zillions of data
everyday. On the flip side, the cloud, standing at the core of
the network, is a critical centralized node, and it can help to
discover edge nodes [53], conduct resource management [54],
and perform global big data analytics [55].

An edge node or an edge infrastructure, at the middle
layer, is a new shape of the computing node, which locates
at the communication link between the end and the core of
the network. Edge nodes have more powerful computational
capacity than edge devices and provide lower latency than the
cloud. However, edge nodes differ in form factors and the
types of hardware. The following is the classification of edge
nodes.

• Cloudlets. The cloudlet is first introduced by Satya-
narayanan in 2009 [19] to address the latency obstacle
of computation offloading to the cloud over WAN. A
cloudlet is featured with resource-rich, trusted, and one-
hop network latency to nearby mobile devices, resem-
bling a “data center in a box”. Cloudlets are deployed at
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Fig. 3: The architecture of edge computing with the flow
of computation offloading. It is a typical 3-tier architecture
consisting of edge devices, edge nodes, and the cloud.

coffee shops, hospitals [56], and airports [57] to provide
proximity computing, and they are now well-known as
typical edge infrastructures. In particular, we usually use
“cloudlets” to indicate edge nodes in this paper.

• Micro data centers. Unlike the cloud, which has mega
data centers with tens of thousands of servers [58],
micro data centers (mDCs) are geo-distributed small data
centers, which have only the small or moderate order of
servers. By deploying lots of mDCs around the world at
strategic places, it can lower the network latency, save
bandwidth consumption, provide reliable connectivity,
and reduce the overhead of the cloud [39]. A successful
example of using mDCs is Akamai [59], who provides the
service of content delivery network (CDN) by deploying
mDCs around the world [60].

• Base stations. The development of communication tech-
nologies like LTE and 5G [61] has driven the evolution of
the base station, which is an ideal type of the edge node.
These enhanced base stations, densely-deployed in close
proximity to mobile users, could provide the computing
service in addition to essential communication functions.
Base stations have already been used as edge servers in
forms of LTE macro base stations (eNodeB) [24] and
small cell clouds [62], [63], and these infrastructures
leverage the technology of network functions virtualiza-
tion (NFV) [64] to offer scalable computing services.

• Other types of edge nodes. Theoretically, any comput-
ing infrastructures, located at the communication link
bridging the cloud and edge devices to smooth the gap
of latency and computing capability, can be considered

as edge nodes. Accordingly, vehicles equipped with on-
board computers [65], IoT gateways associated with the
cellular network [66], even smartphones [67] are the
infrastructures of edge nodes.

Edge nodes are deployed by different organizations, such
as schools, shops, hospitals, and companies. A cluster of
edge nodes, which are well connected and with standard
configurations, is a kind of edge cloud [68]. Edge cloud is a
concept relative to the centralized cloud (e.g., Amazon AWS
and Microsoft Azure), and it means “edge cloud takes compute
capacity to where the traffic is.”

Given the 3-tier architecture in Fig. 3, computation offload-
ing usually happens across the layers from outside in or inside
specific layers. Take a real-time object recognition application
as an example. Smartphones can directly migrate the execution
of object recognition to the cloud, as the paradigm of MCC;
or they employ cloudlets to perform the same computation
offloading for latency reducing, which is the form of edge
computing [69]. Besides, offloading can happen on the same
tier. For instance, if a smartphone uses the compute capacity
of other smartphones in a P2P model [70], it is a smartphone-
to-smartphone offloading [71], [72]. Furthermore, edge nodes
also ship computation to the cloud. As an example, in Gi-
gaSight [73], a video analytics framework, it runs offloading
requests from mobile devices on cloudlets and then migrates
part of the computation to the cloud.

B. Simple Analysis of Offloading

Computation offloading is essentially a distributed com-
puting paradigm, in which mobile devices leverage remote
servers to speed up computing and save energy. In computation
offloading, mobile devices need to transmit data over the
network. As a result, it is a trade-off between the benefit
of remote execution and the cost of data transmission. First,
computation offloading happens only if the time of the local
execution is longer than its total offloading time, which
includes the communication time and the remote execution
time. It is formulated as

Tlocal > Toffloading = Tcomm + Tremote. (1)

Tcomm indicates the communication time, and Tlocal and
Tremote refer to the execution time at local and remote,
respectively. Meanwhile, the energy benefit is

Elocal > Ecomm, (2)

i.e., the energy consumption of data transmission is smaller
than the local execution. Therefore, offloading is beneficial if
performing much computation with transmitting a relatively
small quantity of data [37].

Then, we perform a further analysis on the Toffloading with
the cloud and the cloudlet, which refer to Tcomm cloud+Tcloud

and Tcomm cloudlet + Tcloudlet, respectively. Edge devices
have the communication time with the cloud Tcomm cloud

larger than Tcomm cloudlet for cloudlets. However, the cloud
has several orders of magnitude computing speed faster than
cloudlets, then Tcloud < Tcloudlet. This simple analysis pro-
vides an insight that applications which are bandwidth-hungry
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Fig. 4: The granularity of computation offloading. Generally, mobile devices can offload computation at full offloading,
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and latency-sensitive but moderately compute-intensive can
achieve much more benefit with offloading to cloudlets than
to the cloud. Such applications include video analytics [10],
gaming [74], and IoT analytics [75]. On the contrary, applica-
tions requiring large-scale computing are still cloud-friendly,
for example, web search.

C. Granularity of Offloading

The granularity of offloading can be classified into three
categories: full computation offloading, task/component, and
method/thread. Fig. 4 illustrates these forms of offloading.

1) Full Offloading: As shown in Fig. 4a, full computation
offloading migrates the whole computing part of applications,
leaving mobile devices only responsible for UI, input/output,
and data sensing. This paradigm is known as the model of thin
clients. A prominent example is web-app [76], in which thin
clients only get user input and browse the results.

2) Task/Component: Offloading at the task/component
granularity divides applications into different tasks and compo-
nents and then places compute-intensive tasks/components to
remote infrastructures, shown in Fig. 4b. To achieve this goal,
developers analyze the workflow of the application execution
to gain a deep insight into the program behavior. So they can
have the right task/component partitions. These partitions are
application-dependent; even the same application could have
different partitioning strategies [77].

Take the augmented reality (AR) application as an example.
The execution of an AR application can be divided into four
steps: video captured by the camera, the object tracking, the
scene rendering, and display. Since the object tracking is the
critical and most complicated component [78], offloading this
task can have a great benefit. Furthermore, in an extreme case,
if we offload both the tracking and rendering components, i.e.,
the whole computing tasks, then it is a full offloading.

3) Method/Thread: Offloading at the method/thread gran-
ularity is a fine-grained computing migration, as shown in
Fig. 4c. Generally, an application contains a considerable
amount of methods, and then offloading at the method/thread
level needs partitioning mechanisms to assist (elaborated in
Section IV-A), whereby the most beneficial methods can be
found. Such methods are usually compute-intensive with a
small or moderate amount of data transmission. For example,

in [79], a function performing optical character recognition
(OCR) in an AR application is offloaded.

D. Impact of Network Connectivity

The network connectivity has a significant impact on the
performance of offloading for both the latency and energy
consumption. Offloading with WiFi is usually considered to
have better performance than with 3G and 4G LTE, as WiFi
has higher downlink and uplink in practice. For example, in
MAUI [5], experiments show that offloading methods to a
nearby server with WiFi can reduce latency by 83%, but the
performance with 3G is even worse than local execution in
some cases. Similar results are found in [80], and the authors
observed that 4G LTE has up to 40% longer network latency
than WiFi.

For energy consumption, WiFi is also more energy efficient
than 3G and 4G LTE. WiFi typically employs power save
mode on smartphones. So the energy consumption of main-
taining data transmission is small [81]. Moreover, 3G and 4G
LTE have high tail energy [82] that incurs additional energy
cost after completing data transfer.

IV. CHALLENGES FOR COMPUTATION OFFLOADING IN
EDGE COMPUTING

Computation offloading in edge computing faces many
challenges: application partitioning, task allocation, and task
execution. In this section, we investigate research efforts made
on these challenges. In particular, for each challenge, we will
highlight unique obstacles in edge computing compared with
MCC. Fig. 5 presents a summary of these challenges.

A. Application Partitioning

The first step towards computation offloading is partition-
ing, which divides application code into several parts that
will be executed on different platforms, i.e., mobile devices,
cloudlets, or the cloud. It is well investigated in MCC [83]–
[85]. However, it shows some new features in edge computing.
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1) Partitioning in MCC: Generally speaking, there are
two approaches of application partitioning: automatic program
analysis and programmer-specified partitioning. In the former
one, static or dynamic program analysis techniques are em-
ployed to inspect the data flow of application code and analyze
potential offloadable parts. In practice, a graph-based model
is the most commonly used in program analysis to represent
interactions among methods, objects, or tasks/components.
In such an interaction graph, vertices indicate the above
entities and the weights of edges define interaction costs
(e.g., data sizes, communication time, and bandwidth). Then
graph partitioning algorithms are applied to cut the graph by
achieving some goals, such as saving energy [5], [86], [87],
reducing execution time [88], minimizing network traffic [89],
or maximizing throughput [90].

One of the earliest offloading systems, Coign [91], has
developed this technology in 1999. Based on program behavior
profiling, Coign builds a graph model of the application’s
inter-component interaction. Then, Coign employs a graph-
cutting algorithm, named lift-to-front minimum-cut, to select
a partition to minimize communication time. Coign is the
first system to substantiate the concept of automatic program
analysis, and its goal is to ease the programmer effort.

Furthermore, CloneCloud [6] offers the best example to
achieve the goal of automatic partitioning in recent years.
CloneCloud combines static program analysis and dynamic
runtime profiling to partition applications at the thread gran-
ularity. Specifically, the static analysis leverages the pro-
gram control-flow graph to explore the internal invoking of
classes/methods. Then additional constraints are added to the
analysis; for example, methods accessing the hardware must
be anchored at mobile devices. Finally, an integer linear
programming based solver is employed to choose the partitions
to minimize the computation and migration cost.

The way of automatic program analysis mitigates program-
ming effort, leaving programmers out of the details of code
analysis, but it has a sacrifice of flexibility. On the contrary,
partitioning by programmers explicitly specifying components
or methods to be offloaded offers the flexibility. This approach
is based on the hypothesis that “for every application, the
number of useful ways of splitting the application for remote

execution is small [88],” which has been substantiated by
existing researches, like MAUI [5] and CloneCloud [6]. MAUI
allows programmers to annotate methods considered to be
executed remotely with the support of its customized runtime
environment. In other words, its runtime will automatically
identify annotated methods and offload them. Echo [92] fol-
lows this way but employs a lightweight programming model
that erases the burden of runtime customization. Specifically,
Echo adopts the technique of aspect-oriented programming
(AOP) [93] to insert additional operations into application
code. These operations (programmer-agnostic) manipulate the
process of method offloading automatically.

Both MAUI and Echo perform offloading at the method
level. In addition, a programmer can manually partition an
application at the task or component level. To give a clear
example, in [94], the authors redesign GPS sensing applica-
tions and separate the function of raw GPS signal receiving
from its signal data post-processing. Then they leave GPS
signal receiving on mobile devices but ship signal data post-
processing to the cloud for fast and precise processing.

2) Partitioning in Edge Computing: Given that the above
partitioning techniques are off-the-shelf, what is new in com-
putation offloading based on edge computing? One challenge
is partitioning for multi-node offloading [95]. Tasks in MCC
have specific sites to be placed, either the local (mobile
devices) or remote servers (the cloud), determined by runtime
decisions. However, in edge computing, tasks can distribute
across servers in the whole network link from mobile devices
to the cloud, including numerous cloudlets. In this case, what
is the appropriate partitioning?

Sinha et al. designed a partitioning algorithm to perform
multi-node offloading [96], which offloads tasks of an ap-
plication to multiple remote servers. This work is motivated
by data-centric applications. For example, to perform photo
recognition and image matching across multiple sites, typical
applications include Flick and Facebook. They employ an
object interaction graph to represent the program’s behavior
and use a heuristic graph-cutting algorithm to minimize com-
munication costs.

Another challenge is the partitioning granularity. Lots of
researches in MCC perform computation offloading at the
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method, thread, and class level. Executing at these levels is
not only data dependency but also context dependency, i.e., the
task execution requires consistent runtime environments. How-
ever, considering heterogeneous infrastructures in edge com-
puting, such a requirement is expensive. Therefore, offloading
at the task/component level would provide better efficiency.
Developers can design different ways for task/component
execution in light of different platforms.

Deng et al. provided a successful example to divide applica-
tions into workflows (tasks/components) [97]. Take the facial
expression recognition application as an example. They divide
the application into components including input video, face de-
tection, facial feature detection, face registration, facial feature
extraction, action unit recognition, expression recognition, and
output class. These components are data dependency; namely,
the output of a former one is the input of a next one. Based
on the workflow, they implemented an offloading system with
robust offloading decisions to place these components. For
example, a possible decision is to offload the action unit
recognition, which requires much computation but with small-
sized data input and output. Partitioning based on workflows
has been substantiated by lots of existing works, and we will
see more examples in Section V.

B. Task Allocation

Task allocation refers to the runtime decision of task
placement and scheduling associated with the resource man-
agement. In light of new features of edge computing, task
allocation has a threefold challenge: cloudlet discovery, multi-
resource management, and decentralized scheduling.

1) Cloudlet Discovery: Cloudlet discovery is unique in
edge computing, as cloudlets are distributed and not well
organized [98]. Ha et al. developed two types of discovery
mechanisms [99]: LAN discovery and WAN discovery. The
LAN discovery uses the protocol of Zero-configuration net-
working [100], such as Avahi [101] and Apple Bonjour [102],
to find cloudlets nearby within LANs. The WAN one employs
centralized directory servers, e.g., the cloud, to help the
cloudlet registration and locating. Factors of network proxim-
ity, resource availability, cache states, and authentication are
considered when performing the cloudlet discovery.

Furthermore, [99] proposes an application-aware discov-
ery, and it adopts adaptive discovery strategies according
to the types of applications. For example, for interactive
applications, like cloud gaming, which is latency sensitive,
the network proximity between mobile devices and cloudlets
is the most critical factor in choosing cloudlets. Alternatively,
for compute-intensive applications, like computer vision, the
computing speed of a cloudlet is the first consideration.

Similarly, EDOS [103] extends the discovery strategy
with service-type aware: the types of network-intensive and
compute-intensive. This way of cloudlet discovery combines
the service type and available resources, and it uses a cost
model to evaluate the resource consumption of the specific
service type to find an appropriate cloudlet.

Additionally, a related issue about cloudlet discovery is the
cloudlet placement, which addresses the problem of placing

cloudlets optimally in light of application requirements. Jia
et al. proposed heuristic algorithms to enable the optimal
cloudlet placement to minimize the average wait time of user
requests [104], [105]. Besides, Gedeon et al. [106] conducted
a thorough analysis of existing urban infrastructures, includ-
ing smart lamp posts, commercial routers, and cellular base
stations. Then they proposed a placement strategy to position
cloudlets on these existing infrastructures according to the cost
and QoS.

2) Task Scheduling with Resource Management: In edge
computing, task scheduling is daunting for the complexity of
multi-user and multi-node scheduling and dynamic resource
management. Task allocation is not only two options of mobile
devices and the cloud but possible on any cloudlet over edge
clouds, leading to more complicated for runtime decisions.
Meanwhile, because of user mobility and the intricate wireless
heterogeneous network, it is challenging for task scheduling
under the rapid-change environment.

Recalling task scheduling in MCC, the runtime decision
usually employs the strategy of the resource supply and
demand prediction. Namely, to make offloading decisions
depends on resources available on the mobile device and
resource requirements for task executing [107]. MAUI uses
this strategy by combining resource profiling and decision
solving. It builds device, program, and network profilers to
collect data ranging from hardware to program characteristics
to network conditions, which are then as input to its global
optimization solver. The solver employs the integer linear
programming to find the optimal policy which minimizes the
energy consumption of mobile devices by satisfying latency
constraints. The final decision will determine whether methods
to be executed remotely or locally. CloneCloud uses the similar
way except that its optimization goal is to minimize the
execution time.

Resource management in MCC is mainly from the mobile
device point of view without taking into account the cloud,
i.e., only considering the adaptive resource scheduling on
the mobile device. For example, [108] proposed an energy-
efficient resource scheduling policy by adjusting the CPU
clock, namely, the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS). Similarly, in [109], the authors presented a scheduler
to balance the CPU and network resources. This kind of
scheduling strategy is reasonable, as the cloud is supposed to
have unlimited resources, and offloading services can be satis-
fied with on-demand resource provisioning [3]. To crystallize
this idea, ThinkAir [7] realizes an on-demand cloud resource
allocation through dynamic VM provisioning, and it supports
task parallelism based on dynamic scaling of computational
power. Unlike other researches, ThinkAir focuses on the
scalability and elasticity of resource supply on the cloud side,
and it provides knowledge about resource management from
the cloud perspective.

However, cloudlets that are geographically distributed have
limited resources. Therefore, task scheduling in edge comput-
ing is a two-fold challenge. Firstly, in single user scenarios,
the scheduling is challenging by the trade-off between the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of resource provisioning. Secondly,
if considering multi-user scenarios, multi-node collaborated
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resource allocations and load balancing are two challenges.
To address these challenges, in the single user scenario,

[110] studies the task allocation in MEC by optimizing both
the task execution time and energy consumption. Its basic idea
is to employ dynamic CPU frequency adjustment algorithms
to perform the task allocation decision. This decision only
considers the computational resources, while radio resources
are important in MEC. Therefore the joint optimization of
computational and radio resources is necessary, and more
and more researchers have paid attention to this optimization
in the multi-user scenario [111]–[114]. In [111], the authors
exploit cellular base stations to provide the capability of edge
computing and study the joint optimization of computational
and radio resources. They formulate this problem as a global
optimization by minimizing energy consumption while satis-
fying latency constraints. Then, an iterative algorithm based
on successive convex approximation is proposed to solve this
problem. Furthermore, to address the multi-user computation
offloading for MEC, [112] proposes a distributed and game
theory based decision-making algorithm, in which the resource
management can achieve a Nash equilibrium of multi-user
game.

Apart from resource management, load balancing is an acute
issue of task scheduling in the multi-user scenario. Unlike
the cloud, which has the global view of overall resources
and thus usually adopts centralized scheduling policies [115],
[116], cloudlets are geographically distributed without a single
centralized node, leading to difficulty in performing load
balancing [117]. Several strategies have been proposed for this
issue. Sparrow [118] realizes a distributed and low-latency
scheduling framework for large-scale data analytics, and it
adopts a random sampling approach for load balancing based
on the theory of “the power of two choices” [119]. More
specifically, to schedule a task, its scheduler will randomly
probe two servers and select the one with the lighter load to
place the task. Furthermore, Hopper [120] extends the basic
technologies of Sparrow and further provides scalability and
predictability in task scheduling. Additionally, in [121], the
authors specify the obstacles in cloudlet selection for task
offloading; namely, given that the scheduling information and
network status are hard to achieve, how to perform load
balancing in this situation. As a solution, they proposed an
adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy inference system, which can deal with
the information-limited scheduling and improve the user QoS.

C. Task Execution

In computation offloading, task execution spans mobile
devices and remote servers (edge nodes or the cloud), and
they are heterogeneous platforms. Generally, a mobile device
equips with the ARM-based chip, while a server runs with
x86 CPUs. Task execution over heterogeneous architectures
requires hardware and software abstractions to encapsulate the
difference. Typically, a way of running a mobile application
on an x86 server is to start a VM equipped with a mobile
OS image (e.g., Android x86 [122]). In practice, there is a
wide range of technologies to support this execution, from
the early process-level isolation to VM-base solutions to the

new serverless architecture. In this section, we review these
technologies comprehensively.

1) Task Execution in MCC: Most of the earliest computa-
tion offloading systems use the process-level isolation technol-
ogy to support task execution [107], including Spectra [123]
and Chroma [88]. For example, Spectra sets up a separate
process on the server for handling the code execution via
the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism. However, the
process-level isolation suffers poor transparency, because it
requires two separate code versions running at mobile devices
and servers, respectively.

To conquer this downside, researchers have proposed VM-
based solutions. Virtual machines cleanly encapsulate the
difference of hardware and software among heterogeneous
infrastructures [124]. So VMs can provide consistent execution
environments over mobile devices and the cloud. Kemp et al.
presented a framework—Cuckoo, which provides a program-
ming model for developers to facilitate the implementation of
computation offloading [36]. Cuckoo uses an interface defini-
tion language (AIDL) in Android [125] to describe the code
to be offloaded. Then it compiles the code by Java Builder
into an application package. Finally, the application can be
run with Java virtual machine (JVM) on remote servers with
the offloading capacity. In this way, Cuckoo offers a dynamic
runtime environment for task execution at the granularity of
components, i.e., Android activities/services [126]. Similarly,
CloneCloud runs tasks based on Android Dalvik VM [127],
and it can automatically offload parts of an application to the
clone of a mobile device in the cloud at the thread granu-
larity. COMET adopts the basic approaches of CloneCloud
and further employs distributed shared memory (DSM) to
support multi-thread tasks. The running of CloneCloud and
COMET needs a full VM migration to synchronize VM states.
To reduce this runtime overhead, MAUI implements a fine-
grained computation offloading at the method level based on
Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) [128].

The above VM-based systems build isolation at the appli-
cation level. Application virtualization provides a platform-
independent programming abstraction hiding the details of OS
and hardware. This virtualization is programming-language
dependent, and different languages rely on different runtime
VMs, like Cuckoo, CloneCloud, and COMET with Java VMs
(Dalvik VMs) and MAUI with C# VMs (CLR). However,
this approach provides good transparency; code can be run
on different hardware platforms if the same programming-
language VMs are set up on each platform. Thereby most
of the existing works in MCC adopt this technology.

2) Supports for Edge Nodes: Since the approach of VM-
based task execution has been substantiated efficiently in
MCC, it is a natural choice for edge nodes, like cloudlets, to
use the same way. However, technical supports for cloudlets
face a two-fold challenge [129], [130]. Firstly, to provide rapid
and dynamic VM provisioning for cloudlets that are geo-
distributed is the first challenge. Secondly, it is challenging to
support user mobility seamlessly with uninterrupted services
on the turbulent WAN environment.

To address these challenges, several solutions have been
proposed. Firstly, for quick VM provisioning, a technique
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named Just-in-Time (JIT) provisioning [131] has been designed
and implemented. Its basic idea is to synthesize VM dynami-
cally using VM overlays. Specifically, in this technique, base
VM images contain guest OSs and supporting libraries. But
an executable VM requires particular software for a specific
mobile device, and this part is called VM overlay, the amount
of which is relatively small. Then, the executable VM instance
can be quickly created by synthesizing a VM overlay to a
preloaded base VM.

Secondly, to support user mobility, an agile VM handoff
for edge computing has been proposed [132]. VM handoff
means VM migration across cloudlets. It bears a superficial
resemblance to live migration [133] and is challenging on
unstable WANs. The principle of the agile VM handoff is
to dynamically tune the balance of network transmission and
cloudlet processing by leveraging the mechanisms of pipelined
execution and dynamic adaptation of operating modes.

Thirdly, to provide an integrated platform for cloudlet
deployment, OpenStack++ [134] has been developed, which is
an extended version of OpenStack. OpenStack++ implements
features, including importing base VM, resuming base VM,
creating VM overlay, VM synthesis, and VM handoff.

VM-based virtualization is heavyweight isolation, as each
run of a VM is a full copy of an OS. It is not resource-
friendly for cloudlets which are considered to be resource-
constrained. In recent years, lightweight virtualization solu-
tions, such as containers and unikernels, are coming into the
mainstream. These technologies are considered to be well-
suited to edge infrastructures [135]. A container provides
isolation on top of the host OS sharing the OS kernel and
software stacks [136]. It only takes up small space and memory
footprint with low I/O overhead. Typical types of containers
include LXC [137], OpenVZ [138], and Docker [139]. Instead,
a unikernel uses a unique OS kernel containing the minimum
OS functions to support task execution. Researchers have paid
attention to these techniques for edge platforms [140]. Wu et
al. implemented a container-based platform for computation
offloading and optimized its resource sharing and mobile code
cache [141]. They further built a similar solution based on
unikernel [142]. Li et al. presented a fast service handoff
via container migration, which is a container version of the
previous work [132].

The above researches have demonstrated that the perfor-
mance of the container and unikernel outperforms VMs’ in
terms of disk, memory footprint, and service latency. However,
VMs have advantages on aspects of transparency, isolation,
safety, and deployability [132]. Therefore, recently, a new
approach combining containers and unikernels with VMs is an
on-going solution, for example, running containers upon VMs.
Companies like VMware have started to work on it [143].

Both VMs and the likes of containers are server-oriented.
In other words, these technologies view applications as col-
lections of servers with different virtualization granularities.
However, servers are notorious for slow start-up and the com-
plicated configuration and management. These characteristics
limit the usage of server-based virtualization technologies for
computation offloading. Because the execution of computation
offloading is typically a fast process of stateless functions,

emphasizing the low latency and scalability. Fortunately, in
recent years, serverless computing, sometimes labeled as mi-
croservices or Function as a Service (FaaS), has emerged as a
compelling architecture. Serverless computing instead drives
developers to think of applications as a set of functions. Specif-
ically, this new computing model frees developers from the
details of server deployment, resource allocation, and software
configuration (from OSs to runtimes to libraries), making them
focus on the application business logic. Serverless computing
is famous for its good scalability and easy deployment. It is
very suitable for computation offloading in edge computing,
especially in the area of IoT.

A prominent example of the serverless computing service
or microservice is Amazon Lambda [144], which is the first
and the most successful serverless platform. Other platforms
include Google Cloud Functions [145], Microsoft Azure Func-
tions [146], IBM Cloud Functions [147], and the open-source
OpenLambda [148]. The origin of serverless computing is
to design a scalable service model in the delivery of cloud
computing. It is easy to extend this model to edge infras-
tructures. For example, Baresi et al. have built a serverless
edge computing architecture for computation offloading [149].
The experimental results show that the serverless edge infras-
tructure can achieve a significant advantage compared to the
cloud. From the cost and scalability perspective, serverless
architecture is fit for edge computing. However, there is still
room for improvement in the aspects of flexibility, elasticity,
and security [150].

V. APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The new breeds of latency-sensitive applications give impe-
tus to the evolution of computing paradigms, namely, from
cloud computing to hybrid edge-cloud computing. In this
section, we showcase some typical application scenarios that
benefit from edge computing and illustrate how computation
offloading performs.

A. Video Analytics

Real-time video analytics is considered to be a killer appli-
cation for edge computing [10]. With the explosive growth of
cameras, such as traffic cameras, smartphones, in-vehicle cam-
eras, and drone cameras, analysis of video from these cameras
drives the development of a variety of applications with great
potential to impact human society, e.g., traffic control [151],
self-driving cars [152], personal cognitive assistance [153],
surveillance and security [154], and AR/VR [155]–[157].

However, large-scale live video analytics across a consid-
erable amount of cameras is very challenging, because it is
both compute-intensive and bandwidth-hungry. On the one
hand, video analytics solely on edge devices (e.g., smartphones
and drones) is inefficient due to their limited storage and
computational power. On the other hand, sending video to
the cloud entirely for analysis will easily exhaust network
bandwidth and incur unacceptable latency. As a result, a
distributed and hierarchical architecture of the public cloud
and edge clouds is regarded as the only feasible way to meet
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Fig. 6: It is a typical scenario of video analytics over a 3-tier architecture. In this scenario, edge devices with cameras are
continuously transmitting video streaming via the high-bandwidth connection to nearby edge infrastructures (e.g., cloudlets),
where quick and AI-based analysis is performed. Only the results and metadata are shipped to the cloud for further big data
training and analytics.

the stringent latency and reduce network traffic in large-scale
video analytics [10].

Fig. 6 illustrates a typical 3-tier architecture of video ana-
lytics. It consists of lightweight processing at edge devices,
rapid and moderate video analysis on edge infrastructures,
and further large-scale big data analysis in the cloud. In this
way, a large amount of video traffic is consumed by edge
infrastructures, and only metadata (e.g., timestamp and capture
location) and a small set of results (e.g., recognized objects)
are sent to the cloud [42]. In this section, we investigate
selective recent researches about this topic and explore the
associated computation offloading.

In [158], the authors proposed VideoEdge, a hierarchical ar-
chitecture including cameras, clusters, and the cloud for video
analytics targeting at query optimizations. A video analytics
query consists of a set of computer vision components running
step by step. For instance, a typical pipeline is video decoding,
object detecting, and object associating. Each component has
various algorithms. For every video query, VideoEdge will
select the optimal combination of the components’ algorithms
and place these components spanning clusters. VideoEdge
assumes no computing happens on cameras, and it offloads
overall computer vision computation to private clusters (i.e.,
edge infrastructures). Evaluation results show that VideoEdge
outperforms the two-tier (cameras and the cloud) video ana-
lytics system—VideoStorm [162].

First-person vision video analysis is an important part of
video analytics. These videos are usually captured by head-
up displays, e.g., Google Glass1. Sharing and analyzing these
videos could create significant value in terms of marketing and
advertising, locating people, and public safety. However, first-
person videos involve much personal privacy needing careful
handling. GigaSight [73] is one of the prominent researches
for its handling. First, GigaSight defines the process of privacy
(e.g., time and location) removing as denaturing, which is
complicated as it needs in-depth analysis of every captured
frame by employing sophisticated computer vision algorithms.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google Glass

Then, GigaSight constructs a three-tier cloudlet-cloud hybrid
architecture, by which it migrates the denaturing to cloudlets
with user-specific VMs and leaves some lightweight prepro-
cessing on mobile phones (as proxies for head-up displays).
In this architecture, cloudlets act as distributed processing and
storage nodes to tag and index videos, and only the analysis
results (for example, recognized faces and objects) associated
with metadata (timestamp, location, the owner, etc.) are sent to
the cloud for further big data analysis [42]. GigaSight shows
the efficiency of the cloudlet-cloud hybrid architecture in video
analytics, and it is later extended by RTFace [159] to provide
IoT services for face recognition.

Furthermore, with the increasing number of drones, recent
efforts have started to explore the usage of drone cam-
eras [163], [164]. In [160], the authors consider the scenario
that a swarm of drones works collaboratively to execute some
missions, like survivor discovery, traffic management, and
military missions, where these drones continuously transmit
video for analysis. To save the bandwidth, they proposed
a bandwidth-efficient video analytics architecture based on
cloudlets and implemented strategies to reduce total data
transmission. Specifically, they leverage the approach of deep
neural networks (DNNs) to avoid transmitting “uninteresting”
video frames and perform mission-specific optimizations, for
instance, dynamically tuning the pipeline of video analytics
according to the current mission. The implementations of
these strategies are compute-intensive. Therefore, the authors
employ computation offloading and ship tasks to cloudlets
nearby.

Besides, in [161], the authors designed a latency-aware
video analytics platform—LAVEA, which is serverless and
able to provide offloading functionality. LAVEA builds a set
of components for video analytics, comprising the profiler,
monitor, and executor, and it optimizes task selection and
placement to minimize the response delay. LAVEA is also
a typical 3-tier mobile-edge-cloud architecture. It offers a
general video analytics processing framework and highlights
its design of inter-edge collaboration for task placement, i.e.,
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TABLE III: Selective research efforts focusing on video analytics

Research Proposed solutions Edge devices Edge nodes Offloading
granularity

What’s to be offloaded

VideoEdge [158] A hierarchical framework for
video analytics and large-scale
video query

IoT cameras Private clusters Full The pipeline of computer
vision components, such as
video decoder, object detector,
and associator

GigaSight [73] A 3-tier architecture for first-
person video storage, sharing,
and content searching with pri-
vacy removing

Head-up displays,
like Google Glass

Cloudlets Tasks-
Components

Video privacy removing, video
tagging and indexing, and con-
tent searching

Wang et al. [159] A privacy-aware and scalable
live video analytics for face
recognition

Devices with cam-
eras, e.g., mobile
phones

Cloudlets Tasks-
Components

Video privacy removing, the
execution of analytics algo-
rithms, e.g., DNN-based fea-
ture extraction and classifica-
tion

Wang et al. [160] A bandwidth-efficient drone
video analytics framework em-
ploying adaptive policies to re-
duce video transmission

Drones Cloudlets Tasks-
Components

The execution of computer vi-
sion algorithms

LAVEA [161] A latency-aware 3-tier video
analytics architecture enabling
offloading tasks inter-edge col-
laboration

Smartphones and
wearable devices

Container-based
cloudlets

Tasks-
Components

The execution of computer vi-
sion algorithms

tasks are allowed to be executed across cloudlets.
Table III lists the comparison of these works. Fundamen-

tally, real-time video analytics is a resource-intensive appli-
cation. Thus powerful servers could undeniably accelerate
the process of analysis. For instance, a server with CPU i7
3.6GHZ can speed up object recognition 14x than a Samsung
Galaxy Nexus phone and save 95% energy consumption [39].
Namely, computation offloading is highly necessary. But in
large-scale distributed and multi-tier video analytics, we need
to address the challenges of latency, bandwidth, and resource
provisioning. On the one hand, it is a trade-off between the
benefit of offloading and the cost of data transmission. If the
bandwidth is limited, policies should be employed to reduce
the data, for instance, filtering out less interesting segments of
the video or delivering low-resolution video. These policies
might lose some accuracy but make analysis work effectively
in case of limited network resource. On the other hand,
to support scalability requires joint analysis and resource
provisioning across multiple edges and the cloud. In other
words, there is an urgent need to build platforms to provide
functions for each aspect of video analytics, including video
pipeline optimization, vision modules training, computational
and network resource management, geo-distributed processing,
and video storage.

Overall, real-time video analytics has shown its power in
many aspects of human society. All the recent efforts made in
this field reach a consensus that offloading compute-intensive
algorithms in video analytics by exploiting the power of edge
computing is a promising way or even the only way can meet
the crisp latency.

B. Smart ”Things”

Internet of Things (IoT) is a critical driving force behind
fog computing [15] and edge computing. Integrated with edge
computing and intelligent technologies, IoT generates new
applications towards the fields of smart city [165], [166], smart
home [167], smart grid [168], and so forth. However, IoT is

challenging for device discovery, resource management, the
latency of data analytics, and security/privacy [75]. In this
section, we review some recent works for IoT based on edge
computing.

FocusStack [169], Firework [170], and sFog [171] are
general IoT frameworks. FocusStack is a multi-in-one edge-
cloud collaboration platform. In the research, the authors made
a key observation that location awareness is vital for resource
allocation. For example, a fleet of connected drones is flying
to complete some missions, and each drone is responsible for
a target area. Then, if a mission happens in a specific area,
only the target drone needs to answer the mission request.
Based on the observation, FocusStack designs a two-tier
architecture. Firstly, the public cloud provides a location-based
service to discover edge devices (e.g., drones and vehicles)
which deal with specific tasks in light of location proximity.
Secondly, FocusStack implements a container-based execution
environment to equip edge devices with the capability of edge
infrastructures. By this way, FocusStack offers the scalability
and efficiency for IoT development.

Firework is a hybrid edge-cloud framework for video
analytics. It is motivated by the scenario of collaborative
video analytics, i.e., video resources are owned by different
stakeholders. To share these resources and perform real-time
video analytics could create great value. Firework builds a
software architecture consisting of executor management, job
management, and service management from the bottom up.
It also provides programming APIs for developers to handle
data processing and sharing. In addition, sFog is proposed to
support seamless migrations of computation offloading ser-
vices across servers, and it deals with the network congestion
control and service handover.

In the field of smart home, EdgeOSH [172] and Home-
Pad [173] are two typical solutions to address edge-based IoT
issues. EdgeOSH is designed as an all-in-one operating system
for smart home. With EdgeOSH , an IoT hub can act as an
intelligent center bridging smart devices and the cloud. As an
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Fig. 7: It is a typical scenario of smart home over a 3-tier architecture. In this scenario, smart IoT devices in the house send
sensing data via the high-speed wireless connection to the IoT hub, where immediate analysis and decision is performed to
send back control commands, for example, open the air-conditioner. These sensing data and commands are shipped to the
cloud for further analysis and model training.

TABLE IV: Selective research efforts focusing on smart things

Research Proposed solutions Edge nodes Domain What’s to be offloaded
FocusStack [169] A resource allocation and management

framework for IoT with location-based sit-
uational awareness

Drones, vehicles,
IoT hubs, etc.

General IoT frame-
works

Typical IoT tasks, e.g., video
analytics and car diagnostics

Firework [170] A hybrid edge-cloud analytics framework
for data sharing and processing

Edge servers, e.g.,
cloudlets

Video analytics Compute-intensive tasks, e.g.,
video clipping

sFog [171] A fog computing framework for mobile
IoT applications providing seamless service
handover

Base stations, IoT
hubs, etc.

Mobile IoT applica-
tions, e.g., AR as-
sisted tour guide

Compute-intensive tasks

EdgeOSH [172] An all-in-one operating system for smart
home providing functions of data manage-
ment, program interface, security and pri-
vacy, etc.

IoT hubs Smart home Typical IoT tasks

HomePad [173] A privacy-aware framework for smart home
providing the ability to run and manage
applications at IoT hubs

IoT hubs Smart home General tasks, e.g., picture en-
coding and motion detecting

Farmbeats [174] A data-driven IoT platform for smart agri-
culture with the edge-cloud architecture

Base stations and
IoT gateways (e.g.,
cloudlets)

Smart agriculture Compute-intensive tasks, e.g.,
web service and the analysis of
sensing data

integrated system, EdgeOSH provides programming APIs and
functional modules, including self-management (e.g., device
registration, maintenance, and placement), data management,
and privacy and security. HomePad is a security and privacy
solution for smart home. It develops a programming model
to run IoT applications as directed graphs of functions and
empower users’ security and privacy policies. Fig. 7 illustrates
a typical architecture of smart home, in which an IoT hub
bridges end devices and the cloud to deal with real-time device
controls.

Furthermore, Farmbeats [174] is a data-driven IoT plat-
form for smart agriculture. It designs a two-tier analytics
architecture consisting of IoT gateways and the cloud. IoT
gateways (e.g., cloudlets) deployed at farmers’ home receive
data from IoT base stations (responsible for data collecting)
and perform local processing of immediate detailed data, for
example, precision irrigation and virtual walkthroughs. Then
long-term summarized data, such as crop suggestions, seed
distribution, and yield monitoring, are sent to the cloud for
further analysis.

Table IV illustrates the comparison of the above researches.

IoT applications are typical data-driven and latency-sensitive.
The traditional end-to-cloud data analytics architecture leads
to a huge influx of data to the backbone network and can
not meet the stringent latency. The above selective researches
demonstrate the benefit of edge computing with the multi-tier
architecture and present some common challenges. Firstly, in
the area of IoT, privacy is a critical concern, as IoT data
usually involve sensitive information. Therefore, the multi-
tier architecture should carefully handle the trade-off between
efficiency and privacy protection. Secondly, IoT sensors and
devices connect with heterogeneous wireless networks (such
as Zigbee, Bluetooth, NFC, and WiFi). To facilitate data
transmission among these devices and edge servers, we need
high-level network management (e.g., an SDN-based solu-
tion [175]). Thirdly, there is a variety of data produced by
IoT devices, and it is not easy to deal with such huge and
various data. Consequently, programming models and software
platforms are needed to provide flexibility and scalability.
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C. Intelligent Vehicle Applications

In 2009, Google announced its plan to develop self-driving
technology, which undeniably redefines the vehicle. Now, a
vehicle is not only a transportation tool but also a sophisti-
cated “computer on wheels”. The connected and autonomous
vehicles rich in a wide variety of vehicle applications be-
come more intelligent. In [176], the authors classify vehicle
applications into four types: vehicle control and diagnostics,
intelligent driver-assistant systems, third-party applications,
and in-vehicle infotainment. Some of these applications (e.g.,
autonomous driving) involve intensive computing and a mass
of data exchange [177], and an on-board computer is not
sufficient to meet the power demand.

Meanwhile, connected vehicle analytics is now one of
the critical technologies towards autonomous driving [178].
Joint analysis of information across vehicles requires ultra-low
latency. Therefore, to leverage the power of edge computing
is a natural choice. In this section, we investigate selective
works towards vehicle applications and highlight the feature
of computation offloading.

OpenVDAP [176] builds a unified vehicle data analytics
platform for connected and autonomous vehicles. It supports
a multi-tier computing architecture, consisting of on-board
computers, neighboring vehicles, nearby edge nodes, and
cloud servers. OpenVDAP designs a layered-pattern software
architecture to provide data sensing services, OS functions,
and edge-aware application libraries, and it enables features
as polymorphic service and elastic management. Polymorphic
service refers to the functionality to enable multiple execution
pipelines. More specifically, take video analytics as an ex-
ample; the process of video analytics can be split into two
parts: motion detection and object recognition. Given this
partitioning, OpenVDAP enables different offloading granu-
larities. It can offload both the two parts to the edge and
cloud or perform motion detection on the on-board computer
but object recognition at the edge. Meanwhile, the elastic
management can select the optimal execution pipeline in terms
of computational resource demand, network condition, and the
priority of applications.

Similar to OpenVDAP, AVE [179] builds a general frame-
work for autonomous vehicles to support collaborative com-
puting across vehicles on the road. The authors envision that
autonomous vehicles equipped with on-board computers can
share the computational resource, and then they designed
a scheduling algorithm to optimize job assignment. As a
solution to connected autonomous driving, AVE enlarges the
benefit of vehicle-to-vehicle communication and solves the job
assignment problem based on Ant Colony Optimization [184].

For autonomous driving control applications, [180] pro-
posed a vehicle control system with edge-cloud collaboration.
The authors consider that a vehicle control system based on
remote servers is a promising way of collaborative control.
Then, they introduced edge computing to solve the latency
issue and built a two-tier edge-cloud infrastructure for vehicle
control. Specifically, both the edge and the cloud equip with
the same controllers, which perform vehicle control according
to the sensing and control data from vehicles. This control can

be automatically switched between the edge and the cloud in
light of latency. In other words, if the latency of the cloud is
lower than a threshold, the edge will hand over the control to
the cloud, and vice versa. Furthermore, controllers on the edge
and cloud share internal states to achieve better collaboration.

PreDriveID [181], Gremlin [182], and ParkMaster [183]
are examples of third-party vehicle applications. PreDriveID
creates a novel vehicle application that can distinguish drivers
by human behavior analysis through in-vehicle data in terms
of drivers actions, such as seatbelt fastening, shifting gear,
door opening, and door closing. This analysis facilitates in-car
personalization, insurance, and security. PreDriveID enables
real-time driver differentiation with the minimal dataset by
constructing a two-tier architecture of smartphones and remote
servers. The on-body smartphone acts as an edge infrastructure
to collect sensing data and perform real-time analysis via
offline models trained by remote servers. Similarly, Gremlin
is an intelligent scheduling system for human-car interaction
management. Specifically, Gremlin performs a joint analysis
of driving conditions (e.g., driving on a sunny day with few
cars) and human-car interactions (e.g., playing music and
reading an alert message) to schedule new interactions, i.e.,
according to the current driving condition to allow or defer
a new interaction. To balance computational and bandwidth
resources, Gremlin offloads the model training and the analysis
of records to nearby edge servers. Besides, ParkMaster is
another example that uses smartphones as edge nodes to
perform data analytics. It creates a navigating and parking
service by real-time video analytics using the cameras of
drivers’ smartphones.

Table V compares the above works. We can find that intel-
ligent vehicle applications drive the development of connected
and autonomous vehicles. To realize the vision of vehicle-to-
everything (V2X) [185], we need to build standardized soft-
ware platforms (like OpenVDAP) and hardware facilities (e.g.,
customized base stations for vehicles). Clearly, for vehicle
applications, latency is the primary consideration. Therefore,
policies should be designed to provide resilient computing,
i.e., to choose a better computing mode in terms of latency
(as [180] does). Besides, it is an urgent challenge to manage
dynamic network connections since vehicles are moving fast
on the road from one connection to an edge server to another.
This topic is not discussed in the above researches.

D. Cloud Gaming

Cloud gaming is viewed as a killer application in cloud
computing [187], in which a mobile device offloads the game
running and rendering to the cloud and then plays game video
sent back. Cloud gaming enables players enjoying complicated
games without constantly updating their devices, and it also
frees game operators to develop various versions of a game
for different platforms. There have been an increasing number
of companies to provide the cloud gaming service, such as
Sony (PlayStation Now [188]), Nvidia (GeForce Now [189]),
and Paperspace [190].

In general, cloud gaming can be broadly classified into two
types: video streaming and graphics streaming, and Fig. 8
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TABLE V: Selective research efforts focusing on vehicle applications

Research Proposed solutions Edge nodes Target
applications

What’s to be offloaded

OpenVDAP [176] A unified data analytics platform to sup-
port the multi-tier architecture including
on-board computers, neighboring vehicles,
edge servers, and cloud servers

Enhanced base
stations, roadside
units, traffic signal
systems, etc.

All types of applica-
tions

Compute-intensive tasks, e.g.,
object detection, object track-
ing, object recognition, and
speech recognition

AVE [179] A collaborative computing framework for
autonomous vehicles enabling task schedul-
ing across vehicles

On-board
computers and
other vehicles

All types of applica-
tions

General tasks

Sasaki et al. [180] An edge-cloud collaboration vehicle control
system for autonomous driving

Enhanced base sta-
tions

Autonomous
driving control
applications

The analysis of sensing and
control data and the associated
system control

PreDriveID [181] A driver identification approach by human
behavior analysis via in-vehicle data with
the help of mobile edge nodes

Smartphones A third-party behav-
ior analysis applica-
tion

The analysis of drivers’ behav-
ior

Gremlin [182] A human-car interaction scheduling system
to support application-initiated interactions
management

Edge servers A third-party behav-
ior analysis applica-
tion

The analysis of human-car in-
teraction

ParkMaster [183] A vehicle-mounted video analytics applica-
tion for parking points detection

Smartphones A third-party map
and navigation ap-
plication

Video analytics
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Game
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Game
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Fig. 8: Workflows of cloud gaming with the types of video streaming and graphics streaming

illustrates how they work. In the video streaming, a cloud
server performs all compute-intensive tasks, such as running
game logic, rendering scenes, and encoding video. Then, a
mobile device only needs to send user commands and receive
video streaming for displaying, as shown in Fig. 8a. Alter-
natively, in the graphics streaming, the cloud server intercepts
graphics commands when the game is running and compresses
those commands as graphics streaming [191], [192], which is
then executed on the mobile device for the game rendering, as
shown in Fig. 8b. From the view of computation offloading,
they are considered as full and partial offloading, respectively.

However, classic cloud gaming suffers from high network
latency between cloud servers and mobile devices. An em-
pirical study about 2504 clients on Amazon EC2 shows that
over 30% of the latency is higher than 80ms [194], which is
regarded as a threshold for online games. Latency has a great
impact on the game performance [195], especially for first-
person shooter games [196]. Although efforts have been made
on reducing the latency by changing the execution model of
cloud gaming, such as Outatime [197] and Rhizome [198],
the intrinsic long network RTT for the cloud cannot easily
improve. In addition, cloud gaming is a typical bandwidth-
hungry application. Thus, massive user connections will exert

enormous pressures on the core network infrastructures of data
centers.

In the last few years, there has emerged researches on
distributed processing for cloud gaming [199], i.e., leveraging
the power of edge clouds, such as [200], [201], and EC+ [193].
As a prominent example, EC+ provides a clear solution to
this goal. Specifically, EC+ proposes a hybrid architecture of
edge and cloud to augment VR based massively multiplayer
online games (VR-MMOGs). Firstly, the authors inspect the
workflow in VR-MMOGs and divide play-initiated events into
two types: local view change events and global game events,
which are latency sensitive and latency tolerant, respectively.
Based on this partition, EC+ leverages edge clouds to render
view change events to meet the low latency requirement and
employs cloud servers for managing global game events (i.e.,
game logic), as shown in Fig. 9. Furthermore, it also designs
an edge server selection algorithm for load balancing. In sum-
mary, EC+ offers a new insight that cloud gaming can benefit
from edge computing by carefully designing the workflow of
gaming and placing tasks onto suitable infrastructures (i.e.,
the edge or the cloud). This design achieves two advantages:
bringing down the high latency and reducing the network
traffic to the core network.
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Fig. 9: The workflow of EC+ [193]. It is a hybrid architec-
ture, in which the cloud migrates game rendering and video
encoding to the edge to reduce latency and network traffic.

E. Summary and Insights

In this section, we survey selective killer applications
in edge computing and explore the associated computation
offloading. These applications are featured with data and
compute intensive as well as the stringent latency requirement.
We gain some insights from the above researches:

• Leveraging the power of edge computing by offloading
compute-intensive tasks to edge nodes can significantly
reduce the latency, distribute data traffic, and finally
improve the performance.

• The hierarchical architecture of the edge and cloud is
necessary. On the one hand, the edge reduces the latency.
On the other hand, the traditional cloud can play the roles
of edge discovery (e.g., in FocusStack), big data analytics
(e.g., in GigaSight), global resource coordinating (e.g., in
EC+), back-up of task execution (e.g., in [180]), etc.

• Edge servers come in different form factors in different
applications. They are usually cloudlets in video analyt-
ics, IoT hubs in IoT applications, and base stations in
vehicle applications, even smartphones can act as edge
infrastructures (e.g., in PreDriveID and ParkMaster). That
means whatever devices which have the computational
capability to perform computing near the data source
could be edge infrastructures, and it just caters for the
philosophy of edge computing.

VI. OPPORTUNITIES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we provide some perspectives about oppor-
tunities in the trend of computation offloading towards edge
computing associated with potential future directions.

public sapphireclass User uses ConsistentCaching {

     String username;

User[] followers;

User[] friends;

...

public String getUsername() {

return username

}

public User[] getMyFollowers() {

return followers;

}

public User[] getPeopleIFollow() {

return friends;

}

...

}

Fig. 10: An example code snippet from Sapphire [202]. It
demonstrates how to use the caching function by extending
class ConsistentCaching, which is provided by Sapphire.

A. Programming Model

Programming with computation offloading faces many chal-
lenges: runtime decision, resource management, and task ex-
ecution. Early in MCC, research efforts have been made on
designing programming models to address these challenges.
As an example, Sapphire [202] implements a distributed
programming platform which aims to mitigate programmers’
effort to develop and deploy mobile/cloud applications. Sap-
phire separates application logic from deployment logic, and it
provides system components such as computation offloading,
serialization, fault-tolerance, caching, etc. To equip with some
functions, a developer only needs to extend specific classes,
and an example code snippet is shown in Fig. 10.

However, to extend this programming model for edge com-
puting faces a two-fold challenge: the handling of distributed
execution across the 3-tier architecture, i.e., mobile devices,
cloudlets, and the cloud; the coordinated resource managing
of cloudlets over edge clouds. To address these challenges,
both the academia and industry are exploring ways to make
edge computing programmable. For instance, Mortazavi et
al. proposed CloudPath [203], a multi-tier cloud computing
framework towards the crystallization of edge computing.
CloudPath aims to minimize the complexity of developing
and deploying edge applications. It provides a RESTful [204]
development model to encapsulate computation capabilities
based on serverless cloud containers (similar to Amazon
AWS Lambda [144]). Meanwhile, leading cloud computing
providers are riding the wave of edge computing, and they
are speeding up the deployment of new edge computing
platforms, such as Azure IoT Edge [205], Amazon AWS
IoT Greengrass [206], and Cisco IOx [207]. These platforms
extend cloud capacities to edge infrastructures, enabling the
data processing and analysis at the edge of the network
and providing unified programming models for application
development and deployment.

The above programming models are general ones for com-
putation offloading and resource management. However, dif-
ferent types of applications have different domain knowledge.
Therefore, a domain-specific programming model for the
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target application would be more effective than a general one.
SpanEdge [208] for streaming data (e.g., video streaming),
EveryLite [209] for micro tasks in IoT, and DDNN [210]
for DNN are some prominent examples. SpanEdge provides a
programming model for developers to specify which portions
of an application should be proceeded near the data source.
It builds a two-tier data analytics framework: geo-distributed
analysis and centralized analysis. EveryLite is a scripting lan-
guage to offer an elastic runtime for micro tasks (lightweight
tasks running in an embedded OS) in IoT. DDNN builds a
distributed deep neural network training model on top of the
edge-cloud hybrid architecture. In summary, these domain-
specific programming models, which are tightly integrated
with specific applications, have started to show the power on
their fields. More and more applications will get benefit from
their customized programming models.

Vehicle applications are various in their functions, data for-
mats, computing models, and communication ways. Therefore,
it is urgent to build a unified programming model to deal
with these matters. In addition, mobile blockchain is also a
potential future direction. Blockchain is famous for its usage of
cryptographic currencies and has now found other compelling
use cases, including financial services, personal identification,
supply chain management, and healthcare. Because of the huge
market in mobile commerce, blockchain is coming to mobile,
range from the most popular mobile payment to any App
development to share digital data. However, all of the use
cases fundamentally rely on the mining in blockchain, i.e., to
solve proof-of-work puzzles, which is compute-intensive and
not resource-friendly to mobile devices. With the emergence of
edge computing, people see the solution of offloading mining
tasks to nearby edge infrastructures [211], [212]. To realize
this vision, we need an integrated bottom-up programming
model, including the support of blockchain mining, interfaces
span mobile devices, edge, and cloud, and high-level APIs
for App development. Besides, in recent years, there is a
trend of software-defined something, like software-defined
networking (SDN) [213], software-defined storage architecture
(SDS) [214], software-defined batteries (SDB) [215], etc., then
is there a software-defined offloading?

B. Offloading as a Service

So far, we discuss computation offloading only from the
technical point of view. However, if envisioning offloading
as a service (OaaS) [216], a clear service model needs to
be built. Offloading requests from mobile applications ask
for quick response and may be infrequent. The execution is
generally the running of a set of stateless functions with input
data forwarding and results sent back. In OaaS, mobile ap-
plication development companies deploy back-end offloading
services. Then mobile users can use these services to speed
up the execution of applications. It is not difficult to find a
status quo approach to offer these services in MCC because
the cloud is already mature for its business model of on-
demand resource provisioning and pricing. As discussed in
Section IV-C2, the serverless architecture is well-suited for
computation offloading. Then App development companies

can use this architecture provided by public cloud services
(e.g., AWS Lambda) to deploy their code.

However, to extend OaaS to edge computing, there is a
pressing need to address the challenge of who provides and
manages edge infrastructures. Potential providers are cloud
service companies. Cloud computing leaders are also top
players in edge computing, like Amazon, Microsoft, and
Google. These tech giants could deploy edge servers close to
end users to provide better services. Unfortunately, although
they are starting up to develop software platforms (e.g., AWS
IoT Greengrass), building out edge infrastructures still lags.

Alternatively, the rise of the proposed decentralized edge
computing paradigm is a promising solution. Prominent de-
centralized platforms have emerged, such as SONM [217],
iExec [218], and Golem [219]. These platforms make up of any
possible users’ machines, including PCs, private servers, and
entire data centers. To organize these devices to work together
in a logic level, they employ the blockchain technology to
address challenges of distributed resource management and
financial incentives. The incentive and reward are vital parts
of any decentralized platform. In [220], the authors proposed
EdgeChain, a blockchain-based architecture for edge comput-
ing. EdgeChain builds a cost and pricing model to optimize
application placement across multiple mobile network opera-
tors. As a result, the mobile network operator who provides
service will get paid, so it will continue to share its com-
puting power. However, these blockchain-based decentralized
cloud/edge platforms still have room for improvement, such
as security/privacy [221] and QoS guarantees [222].

Besides, in OaaS, coping with user mobility is a challenge
that cannot be ignored. Mobile devices are the nature of
high mobility, leading to the frequent change of the service
execution environment. It gives rise to the problem of seamless
offloading service migration across edge nodes, i.e., migrating
services from the current edge node to the nearest edge node
based on the user’s location. It is instinctive to adopt the
VM handoff technique [132] (discussed in Section IV-C2)
and recently lightweight container-based handoff [223] to
handle with the service migration. However, this way involves
cumbersome operations of provisioning and managing servers.
Furthermore, the support of user mobility requires to find
the optimal edge node according to the user’s location and
make decisions on whether to offload functions in light of the
finding. It is difficult to find solutions in the traditional IP
based network. In contrast, newly proposed Named Function
as a Service (NFaaS) [224] is a promising way. NFaaS ex-
tends the Named Data Networking (NDN) architecture [225],
which is a proof-of-concept of Information-centric Networking
(ICN) [226]. NFaaS enables the dynamic execution of user
code without knowing edge node provisioning. Moreover,
NFaaS uses the serverless architecture and builds on uniker-
nels. Therefore, it can quickly provide the offloading service
by identifying interesting name data (e.g., user demands for
the offloading) instead of IP-based packets.

C. Security and Privacy
Security and privacy are the most important topics in edge

computing [227]. In general, the principles of security and
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privacy for cloud computing [228] are also fit for edge comput-
ing. However, in edge computing, it faces new challenges. On
the one hand, edge infrastructures (e.g., base stations and IoT
hubs) are with the capability of location and network context
aware [22]. As a result, data collecting by these infrastructures
involve much private information. For example, in smart home
applications, an IoT hub collects information about GPS, the
running of the power meter (if no one at home, it runs slowly),
lamps’ turning on and off, doors’ locking and unlocking, etc.
The exposure of such information is dangerous for personal
safety [229]. Besides, computation offloading ships user data
to edge infrastructures (possible untrusted servers), giving rise
to the problem of privacy protection while taking advantages
of offloading. On the other hand, edge infrastructures are char-
acterized as distributed and heterogeneous without centralized
deployments. Thus, it is difficult to manage a considerable
amount of edge servers and build integrated security and
privacy policies.

Firstly, a key step to protecting data privacy in computa-
tion offloading is the application partitioning, whereby code
that will incur privacy leak is identified. Program analysis
technologies are often employed to perform automatic privacy
detections [230], [231]. In general, they construct a call graph
for each application, model components’ lifecycle, and per-
form data-flow analysis across the call graph to find potential
privacy leaks. For instance, the code reading the user’s contact
list is regarded as a danger to leak personal privacy. Then
developers can separate the safe part of code from the tainted
part and only ship the secure code [232]. If private data
indeed require to be transmitted, encryption policies should
be adopted. In addition, because edge devices have limited
computational power, the tradeoff between effectiveness and
efficiency of security and privacy policies should be consid-
ered [233], given that these policies are usually compute-
intensive [234].

Secondly, for centralized data centers, owners are “tech
giants” (e.g., Amazon, Google, Microsoft, etc.) and servers
in data centers are relatively trusted. Oppositely, decentralized
edge infrastructures comprise servers from any person or
organization who wants to share computing power, including
potential malicious nodes. It is very difficult to deploy stan-
dardized security and privacy policies in such distributed and
“autonomic” infrastructures, driving the need of building high-
level governance. Fortunately, technologies (e.g., blockchain)
have already been used for security and privacy in edge
computing. In the blockchain-based model, an edge server
in the chain is supposed to be trusted and therefore safe for
computation offloading. Nevertheless, a variety of factors have
impacts on this model, such as QoE, user’s preferences, system
scalability, and reward strategies [235].

Thirdly, in the scenario of computation offloading, the
connection of an edge device and an edge server is generally
stateless, and the task execution usually employs the serverless
platform (as discussed in Section IV-C2). Unlike the traditional
client-server model, there are no gatekeepers between edge
devices and edge servers in serverless platforms to maintain
the connection status. Therefore, it needs authorization policies
to provide secure connections. As a prominent example, AWS

Lambda [144] treats every request equally untrusted and asks
for the authorization each for one request, also known as
“request-level” authorization [236].

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Edge computing is a technology that computing takes place
at the edge of the network, close to the data source (e.g., end
devices). Intrinsically, edge computing can be viewed as a
distributed computing paradigm associated with computation
offloading, which is initially designed for mobile cloud com-
puting. Since this paradigm will reduce latency and distribute
network traffic, there is a significant trend of computation
offloading towards edge computing. However, edge comput-
ing happens in distributed and heterogeneous environments,
leading to new challenges for computation offloading in terms
of application partitioning, task allocation, resource manage-
ment, and distributed execution. In this paper, we investigate
recent efforts made on these challenges and clarify their
solutions. We envision computing flows smoothly across the
hierarchical architecture of edge devices, the edge, and the
cloud. To realize this vision, we explore potential technologies
towards this trend, such as serverless computing, blockchain,
NFaaS, and integrated domain-specified programming models.
Furthermore, we illustrate typical application scenarios that
demonstrate the benefits of edge computing and computation
offloading. We hope all the insights provided will serve as a
valuable guide of the academic community in edge computing.
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